
4' LIGHTED JACKSON POTTED TREE
model no. 151-6341-2 |  Toll-free number: 1-866-827-4985

Carefully follow the instructions below to quickly and easily set up your new tree.
1. Before you start to assemble your tree, choose an appropriate location near a wall outlet.
2. Place the tree pot on a level surface.
3. Insert the tree body into the tree pot, and then insert the tree top into the trunk of the main body (as shown in Fig. 1).
4. Shape the branches. Shift branches to fill any gaps. Upsweep all branch tips for a uniform look. Your tree is now ready to decorate.  
    Plug the cord into wall outlet.
5. When multiple products are connected together, do not exceed the lowest of the indicated maximum wattage on the cord tag
    near the connected product's receptacle.

Tree top

Section 1

*Electrical Rating For The Tree
  (For Indoor and Outdoor Use)
  Input: 120 V, 60 Hz, 0.08 A Max.
  Output: 28 V 0.107 A

Fig. 1

1. Unplug adaptor from the wall outlet first and then remove all ornaments and decorations.
2. Gently lift off the tree body from the tree pot.
3. Carefully place the tree in its box and tape it shut. DO NOT STORE TREE IN A DAMP AREA OR IN AN AREA WHERE THE    
    TEMPERATURE EXCEEDS 100°F (38°C).
4. Keep out of reach of pets and children.
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TREE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT: Please read this manual carefully before assembly and save it for reference.

Instruction Manual
For Indoor and Outdoor Use

Retain carton for storage purposes

Adaptor
To Be Plugged

Into Wall
Outlet

This product carries a one (1) year warranty against defects in workmanship and materials of the tree. Noma Canada agrees to 
replace a defective product within the stated warranty period. The defective product will need to be returned to the place of 
purchase along with proof of purchase. This product is not guaranteed against wear or breakage due to misuse and/or abuse.

This product carries a three (3) year warranty against defects in workmanship and materials of the lights. Noma Canada agrees to 
replace a defective product within the stated warranty period when returned  to the place of purchase along with proof of 
purchase. This limited warranty is not valid if the product is found to have been consumer altered, damaged or abused, used for 
commercial purposes, or if the damage is caused by accident, acts of nature, consumer neglect, failure to follow proper installation 
procedures or vandalism.



Made in China 
Imported by
Noma Canada, Toronto, Canada M4S 2B8

DATE CODE / DATE DE CODE: 22320

CAUTION:
1. To reduce the risk of fire and electric shock:
    a) Use only the power supply that was provided with this product;
    b) Do not install on trees having needles, leaves or branch covering of metal or materials which look like metal, and
    c) Do not mount or support strings in a manner that can cut or damage wire insulation.
2. Use only the adapter supplied with this product. Using a different adapter will damage the lights and may cause fire, or 
    electrical shock hazards.


